A VISITOR FROM CASSIE’S PAST
BRINGS PERIL TO MIDDLETON’S HALLOWEEN CELEBRATION IN
‘GOOD WITCH: CURSE FROM A ROSE’
A TWO-HOUR HALLOWEEN EVENT PREMIERING OCTOBER 19, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
Lolita Davidovich Guest Stars
STUDIO CITY – September 30, 2019 – Halloween is the most wonderful time of the year
in Middleton and the town plans a huge event to celebrate in “Good Witch: Curse from a
Rose,” a two-hour Halloween event premiering Saturday, October 19, (8 p.m. ET/PT), on
Hallmark Channel. Cassie (Catherine Bell) receives an unexpected visit from her college
roommate Autumn Deveraux (Lolita Davidovich), who harbors resentment toward Cassie over a
past event. Cassie relies on her magical instincts to help Autumn through her unresolved feelings
before she sabotages Middleton’s celebrations. Martha (Catherine Disher) plans a bonfire to
honor the season and tries to ignore her husband’s failure to recognize the anniversary of their
engagement on Halloween night. Bad luck seems to thwart Sam’s (James Denton) attempts to
plan a romantic Halloween for Cassie since it’s their first as a married couple, despite the arrival
of a mysterious good luck charm. Donovan (Marc Bendavid) makes a wager with Abigail (Sarah
Power) over the Halloween-themed triathlon he is racing against Sam, with the winner earning
the rights to decide the couple’s Halloween plans. Stephanie and Adam rally the town to break
the pumpkin carving record held by Blairsville. Meanwhile, George (Peter MacNeill) and Nick
(Rhys Matthew Bond) search for Middleton’s mythical sea monster. As the bonfire nears, Cassie
works her magic to help Autumn overcome the past and take control of her future.
“Good Witch,” is a Whizbang Films production in association with ITV Studios America.
Darin Goldberg, Orly Adelson, Jonathan Eskenas, Frank Siracusa and Craig Pryce are the executive
producers. Catherine Bell is co-executive producer. Janina Barrett is supervising producer. Colin
Brunton serves as producer. Craig Pryce directed from a script by Darin Goldberg and Vincent
Pagano. “Good Witch” is distributed internationally by ITV Studios Global Entertainment.
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